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Abstract. In this paper an agent-based segmentation approach is pre-
sented and evaluated. The approach consists in using a high number of
autonomous agents for the segmentation of a range image in its different
planar regions. The moving agents perform cooperative and competitive
actions on the image pixels allowing a robust extraction of regions and
an accurate edge detection. An artificial potential field, created around
pixels of interest, allows the agents to be gathered around edges and
noise regions. The results obtained with real images are compared to
those of some typical methods for range image segmentation. The com-
parison results show the potential of the proposed approach for scene
understanding in range images regarding both segmentation efficiency,
and detection accuracy.

Keywords: Image segmentation, Multi-agent systems, Range image, Ar-
tificial potential field.

1 Introduction

The segmentation of an image is often necessary to provide a compact and
convenient description of its content, suitable for high level image analysis and
understanding. It consists in assigning image pixels to homogenous and disjoint
subsets, which form an image partition. The pixels which belong to the same
region share a common feature called the region homogeneity criterion. In range
images, segmentation methods can be divided into two distinct categories: edge-
based segmentation methods and region-based segmentation methods. In the
first category, pixels which correspond to discontinuities in depth or in surface
normals are selected and chained in order to delimit the regions in the image
[8,4,10]. Edge-based methods are well known for their low computational cost,
however they are very sensitive to noise.

Region-based methods use geometrical surface descriptors to group pixels with
the same proprieties in disjoint regions [22,11,13,3,1]. Compared to edge-based
methods, region-based methods are more stable and less sensitive to noise. How-
ever, their efficiency depends strongly on the selection of the region seeds. Most
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of the time, the segmentation results in an over-partition of the image. So, it
is necessary to perform an iterative fusion of homogenous regions. Such an ap-
proach does not facilitate the distribution of the used algorithms, and leads to
high computational costs [7].

Furthermore, most of the proposed methods model surface proprieties by com-
puting image derivatives of different orders. Such techniques result in a highly
noise-sensitive detection. It is then necessary to perform some preprocessing
tasks, which consist mostly in image smoothing and noise filtering. However, in
the case of highly noisy images such as range images [7], a strong noise smooth-
ing can erase the roof edges (at discontinuities of surface normals), and the
smooth edges (at discontinuities of curvature) whose detection remains a chal-
lenge. Moreover, if the noise is under-smoothed the distortions, which remain in
the image, result in inaccurate or erroneous segmentation results. This difficulty,
which is an open issue in image segmentation [14], results from the restriction
of computation and decision to the local neighborhood of the processed pixel.
In range images, several recent segmentation methods fail because they do not
correctly address and resolve this problem [9].

To deal with this problem, some authors have proposed agent-based solutions
for 2-D image segmentation. Agent-based solutions inherit the advantages of the
agent-oriented systems for collective problem solving. In such systems a single
agent has a limited perception and limited capabilities, and it is not designed to
solve an entire problem. Agents cooperate thus in order to provide a collective
solution. Contrary to conventional systems, solutions in agent-based systems
emerge from collective action of interactive agents [12].

In this paper, a new agent-based solution for range image segmentation is
presented and discussed. It consists in the use of reactive agents, which move over
the image, and act on the visited pixels. While moving over the image, an agent
adapts to the planar region on which it moves, and memorizes its proprieties.
When an agent encounters a pixel which does not belong to its current region, an
agent alters this pixel in order to align it to its current region. At the boundaries
between the regions the agents will be in competition to align the pixels of the
boundaries to their respective regions. The resulting alternative alignment of the
boundary pixels preserves the region boundaries against erasing. Noise regions
that are characterized by small sizes or by aberrant depths (outliers) prevent
the agents from adapting. Thus, these regions continuously contract by aligning
their pixels to the planar regions which surround them.

Our aim is to overcome the difficulty related to the local perception around
the processed pixel. A pixel is therefore processed according to both its neigh-
borhood, and the agents that visit this pixel. An agent acts on pixels with
more certainty, acquired from its move on large areas on the image regions.
The combination of the global information memorized within the agent, and the
local information, provides more reliable decisions. To optimize the agent move-
ments, an artificial potential field inspired from the electrostatic potential field is
used. It allows to rationalize the movements of the agents by directing them to
be gathered around the regions of interest (edges and noise regions) and to
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concentrate their actions around these regions. The utilization of a large number
of reactive and weakly coupled agents provides a massively multi-agent system,
allowing a parallel and distributed image segmentation. Extensive experimenta-
tions have been performed using real images from the ABW database [7]. The
obtained results show the high potential of the proposed approach for an efficient
and accurate segmentation of range images.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review
the agent-based approaches for image segmentation. Section 3 introduces the
surface proprieties modeling. Section 4 is devoted to the proposed approach. It
describes the behavior of the agents and shows the underlying collective mech-
anism to deal with the edge detection and the noise removal. The experimental
results are introduced in Section 5, in which we discuss the selection of the
used parameters, and we analyse and comment the obtained results. Finally, a
conclusion summarizes our contribution.

2 Related Work

Several agent-based systems have been proposed for image analysis and object
recognition. They propose interesting solutions to deal with several problems,
such as multiple domain knowledge handling, control automation over the image
interpretation tasks, collective segmentation, and distributed and parallel image
processing. In this review we consider only works which have addressed a solution
in image segmentation.

Liu et al. [16] introduce a reactive agent-based system for brain MRI seg-
mentation. They underline that the employed agents are more robust and more
efficient than the classical region-based algorithms. Four types of agents are used
to label the pixels of the image according to their membership grade to the differ-
ent regions. When finding pixels of a specific homogenous region an agent creates
offspring agents into its neighborhood. In this system, the agents neither interact
directly between them nor act on the image. Their actions depend only on their
local perception. Nevertheless, each agent is created so that it becomes more
likely to meet more homogenous pixels. For the same type of images, Richard et
al. [18] propose a hierarchical architecture of situated and cooperative agents for
brain MRI segmentation. Three types of agents have been used: global control
agent, local control agent, and tissue dedicated agent. The role of the global
control agent is to partition the volume of data into adjacent territories and to
assign one local control agent to each territory. The role of a local control agent is
to create the tissue dedicated agents which perform a local region growing. The
statistical parameters of the image data distribution, needed to perform region
growing are updated according to the interaction between neighboring agents.
Using several types of agents has allowed to deal with both the control over the
high-level segmentation tasks and the low-level image processing tasks.

The two previous systems are well optimized to brain MRI segmentation. They
can provide interesting results because region characteristics are regular in the
different brain anatomic parts. In addition, most of the edges in such images are
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jump edges (at discontinuities of image data) which are easy to detect, compared
to roof and smooth edges.

Rodin et al. [19] using the oRis langauge [6], have presented a reactive agent-
based system for edge detection in biological images. According to some prior on
image content, the system provides an edge detection which is better than that
provided by traditional detectors. Two groups of agents, called darkening agents
and lightning agents follow respectively the dark regions and the light regions.
Their actions aim at reinforcing regions by stressing their contrast, allowing a
reliable detection of these regions. In this system, agents are fully independent
from each other, and never interact. The system can be considered as a paral-
lel segmentation algorithm which was well optimized for the detection of roof
edges in some biological images. However, agents were not designed to detect
discontinuities of image data. So, the system may fail to detect jump edges. Fur-
thermore, the number and the topology of the expected regions must be known,
and hard coded within the agents.

Based on the cognitive architecture Soar [17], Bovenkamp et al. [2] have de-
veloped a multi-agent system for IntraVascular UltraSound (IVUS) image seg-
mentation. They aim to elaborate a high knowledge-based control over the al-
gorithms of low-level image processing. In this system, an agent is assigned to
every expected object in the image. Agents cooperate and dynamically adapt
the segmentation algorithms, according to contextual knowledge, local informa-
tion and their personal believes. In this work, the problem of the control over
segmentation algorithms seems to be well resolved. However, no agent or even
behavior has been proposed to deal with the problem of uncertain and noisy
data.

The proposed agent-based systems for image segmentation are specific to im-
age contents. Following a supervised approach, these systems aim at segmenting
images in known and previously expected regions. The system proposed in this
paper claims to be general and unsupervised. It aims to segment an image into
its several regions by using some invariant surface proprieties. The adaptive and
competitive behavior of the agents allow overcoming the constraint related to
the restriction of the treatments to the local neighborhood of pixels. We show in
this work that despite the simplicity of the model used to represent surfaces, the
obtained results are better than those provided by conventional approaches. We
believe that interactions between agents provide an alternative way for image
segmentation to that of methods based on complicated and costly models [15].

3 Surface Modeling

A range image is a discretized two-dimensional array where at each pixel (x, y)
is recorded the distance Z(x, y) between the range finder and the corresponding
point of the scene. Regions in such an image represent the visible patches of
object surfaces. To attenuate the white and the impulsive noise contained in the
image, a Gaussian filter and a median filter are applied to the depth raw data.
A new image Z∗(x, y), called plane image is then derived from the range image.
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Each pixel (x, y) of the new image records the tangent plane to the surface at
(x, y). The best tangent plane at (x, y) is obtained by the multiple regression
method using the set of neighboring pixels χ(x, y). The neighborhood χ(x, y) is
made up of pixels (x′, y′) situated within a 3 × 3 window centred at (x, y), and
whose depths Z(x′, y′) are close, according to a given threshold (TrD).

The plane equation in a 3−D coordinate system may be expressed as follows:

ax + by + cz = d (1)

where (a, b, c)T is the unit normal vector to the plane (a2 + b2 + c2 = 1; c < 0)
and d is the orthogonal distance between the plane and the coordinate origin.
First, Parameters α, β and γ of the surface z = αx + βy + γ at (x0, y0) are
obtained by the minimization of the function Φ, defined as follows:

Φ(α, β, γ) =
∑

(xi,yi)∈χ(x0,y0)

[αxi + βyi + γ − Z(xi, yi)]2 (2)

with

χ(x0, y0) = {(x0 + i, y0 + j); (i, j) ∈ {−1, 0, +1} and |Z(x0 + i, y0 + j) −
Z(x0, y0)| < TrD}

Parameters a, b, c and d are thus obtained as follows:

(a, b, c, d)T =
1√

α2 + β2 + 1
(α, β, −1, γ)T (3)

The tasks performed on the plane image are based on the comparison of
planes. Indeed, we consider that two planes ax+by+cz = d and a′x+b′y+c′z =
d′ are equal if they have, according to given thresholds, the same orientation
and the same distance to the coordinate origin. Let θ be the angle between
the two normal vectors, and D the distance between the two planes: sin(θ) =
‖(a, b, c)T ⊗(a′, b′, c′)T ‖ and D = |d−d′|. So, the two planes are considered equal
if sin(θ) ≤ Trθ and D ≤ TrD, where Trθ and TrD are respectively the angle and
the distance thresholds. Plane comparison is first used to test if a given pixel
belongs to a planar region, given its plane equation. It is also used to test if the
pixel is, or is not, a pixel of interest (edge or noise pixel). In this case, the pixel
in question is considered as a pixel of interest if at least one of its neighbors has
a different plane equation, according the previous thresholds.

4 Multi-agent Range Image Segmentation

The plane image is considered as the environment in which agents are initialized
at random positions. An agent checks if it is situated within a planar region,
and adapts this region if planar, by memorizing its plane equation. Next, the
agent performs actions which depend on both its state and the state of the pixel
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on which it is located. At each time t, an agent is characterized by its position
(xt, yt) over the image, and by its ability At to act on the encountered pixels. At
the beginning of the process, all the agents are unable to alter the image pixels.
After having been adapted to a planar region, an agent becomes able to modify
the first pixel not belonging to this region (At=true). When an agent alters a
pixel, it loses its alteration ability (At=false) and starts again searching for a
new planar region. An agent having modified a pixel records in an appropriate
array I at the position (xt, yt) the last state of the visited pixel: I(xt, yt) ∈
{smoothed, aligned, unchanged}. We show next, that this simple behavior of
the agents allow both the detection of the image edges, and the removal of the
noise regions.

4.1 Agent Behavior

An agent adapts to the region of the image on which it is moving by computing
and storing the proprieties of this region, and by adopting the suited behavior
to the local image data. Fig. 1 depicts the behavior of an agent according to its
state and the state of the pixel on which it is located.

Fig. 1. Agent behavior according to its state and position

Searching for a Planar Region. After its creation, an agent randomly moves
within the image and searches for a planar region around its current position.
The seed of the searched region is formed of the last L pixels visited by the
agent. L is called the adaptation path-length. It represents the confidence degree
that the agent is situated within a planar region. The agent considers that it is
within a planar region if the pixels of the seed form a planar surface. The agent
memorizes the new region and considers it as its current planar region. It agent
becomes then able to alter the first encountered pixel which does not belong to
its planar region (At=true).
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Moving on a Planar Region. While moving inside a planar region, an agent
smoothes the pixel on which it is located by updating the equations of both the
memorized plane and the plane at the pixel position. This is done by replacing
the two equations by their weighted average. Let (a′, b′, c′, d′) and (a, b, c, d) be
the parameters respectively of the memorized plane and the plane at the current
pixel. Resulting parameters of the weighted average plane, before normalization,
are obtained as follows:

(a′′, b′′, c′′, d′′) =
1

1 + l
(a + la′, b + lb′, c + lc′, d + ld′) (4)

where l is the length of the path crossed by the agent on the planar region.

Pixel Alignment. Pixels of interest are edge pixels or pixels within noise re-
gions. When an agent meets a pixel of interest (i.e. not belonging to its current
planar region) it alters it in order to partially align it to the planar region
on which it is moving. Parameters (a′′, b′′, c′′, d′′) of the new plane equation at
the pixel position are obtained by linear combination of the current parameters
(a, b, c, d) and the parameters of the memorized plane equation (a′, b′, c′, d′):

(a′′, b′′, c′′, d′′) =
1

1 + ξ
(a + ξa′, b + ξb′, c + ξc′, d + ξd′) (5)

where ξ is the alteration strength.
The agent loses then its alteration ability (At=false) and starts again to search

a new planar region. Further to the alteration of a pixel, the agent can pass into
another region, or remain in the current region. If the altered pixel is an edge
pixel, the agent likely pass in an other planar region. However, if the altered
pixel is on the boundary of a noise region, the agent crosses the noise region
and most likely end up in the previous planar region, except if the noise region
is situated between two planar regions. The alteration strength ξ is a critical
parameter which affects the quality of the results and the time of computation.
Indeed, high values of ξ lead to a fast detection of regions. However the resulting
region boundaries are distorted and badly localized (Fig. 2c). Low values of ξ
result in a slow detection, but region boundaries in this case are well detected
and correctly localized (Fig. 2d). In order to speed up the segmentation process,
and avoid edge distortion, an agent chooses the alteration strength among ξmin

and ξmax according to the information recorded by other agents in the array I.
So, an agent assumes that the current planar region is adjacent to a noise region
and thus uses ξmax as alteration strength, if the number of ”unchanged” pixels
(situated in a noisy region) around the agent is greater than a given threshold
(fixed to 3 in our experimentations). Indeed, pixels labeled ”unchanged” in the
adjacent region mean that this latter is a noise region for which agents have not
adapted and consequently have not smoothed its pixels. Otherwise the agent
assumes that the current planar region is adjacent to another one, where other
agents have labeled the pixels as ”smoothed” or ”aligned”. In this case the agent
uses the alteration strength ξmin.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. The impact of the alteration strength on the segmentation results: (a) Range
image (abw.test.8); (b) Rendered range image; (c) Segmentation results with ξmin =
ξmax = 4 at t=2500; (d) Segmentation results with ξmin = 0.3 and ξmax = 5 at
t=13000

4.2 Agent Coordination by Artificial Potential Field

To endow the agents with a self-organization mechanism, an artificial electro-
static like potential field is used. It is created and updated around the aligned
pixels. It allows agents to be gathered around pixels of region boundaries, and
concentrate their actions at these pixels. Contrary to other works, where the
potential field is created at known positions of objects (goals and obstacles)
[5,21,20], the potential field in our case results from the interaction of agents
with the objects in the environment (pixels). The intensity Ψ(x, y) of the po-
tential field at position (x, y) created by a set of P pixels beforehand aligned
{(xi, yi),i = 1..P ∧ I(xi, yi)=aligned} is given by:

Ψ(x, y) =
P∑

i=1

k√
(x − xi)2 + (y − yi)2

, k ∈ R+ (6)

where k is the constant of the electrostatic force, set to 1.
An agent which is able to alter pixels (At=true) and situated at position

(xt, yt) undergoes an attractive force −→
F . This force is expressed by the gradient

vector of the potential field:
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−→
F =

⎧
⎨

⎩

-−→∇Ψ(xt, yt) if At=true

−→0 otherwise

So, the agent movements, which are stochastic in nature, are weighted by the
attractive force applied by the potential field. Agents are influenced to head for
the pixels of interest, while keeping random moves. The random component of
the agent moves allows the exploration of all regions of the image.

A Relaxation mechanism of potential field is also introduced. It allows the
agents gathered around pixels of interest to be released and thus to explore
other regions of the image. Around a given pixel, the field intensity decreases
after every alteration of this pixel. The equation of the relaxation dynamic is
expressed as follows:

Ψt+1(x, y) = μ × Ψt(x, y), μ < 1 (7)

Ψ0(x, y) corresponds to the created field after the first alteration of the pixel.
The constant μ set to 0.9, represents the decrease rate of the field intensity.
After several alignements of a given pixel, the field intensity around this pixel
decreases, and tends to zero. This situation represents the final state of the
process, after which the system can be stopped.

4.3 Edge Detection and Noise Removal

While moving over the image, agents smooth pixels that approximatively belong
to their respective planar regions. An agent considers pixels that do not belong
to its current region as noise pixels. The agent aligns thus automatically these
pixels to its current planar region (Fig. 3b). However, pixels on the boundaries of
planar regions are true-edge pixels and thus should not be aligned. Nevertheless,
the competition between agents preserves these pixels against an inappropriate
smoothing. Indeed, around the edge between two adjacent planar regions, two
groups of agents are formed on the two sides of this edge. Each group is formed
of agents passing from one region to the other. Agents of each group align the
pixels of the boundary to their respective region. So, pixels of the boundary
are continuously swapped between the two adjacent regions. This allows these
pixels to remain emergent in the image (Fig. 3c). This pattern of competitive
actions between agents allows the emergence of image edges. The edge map is
not coded in any agent, it results from the collective actions of the agents. Unlike
true regions of the image, which remain preserved against erasing, noise regions
continuously narrow, and they finally disappear. Borders of these regions are
continuously aligned to the true planar regions, that surround them. An agent,
having aligned a pixel which belongs to the border of a noise region and having
moved inside this region, will not be able to adapt. Consequently, it cannot align
any pixel when leaving the noise region. This occurs in two distinct situations: 1)
when a region is planar but insufficiently large to allow agents to cross the mini-
mal path-length L necessary to be able to adapt; 2) when a region is sufficiently
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Underlying edge detection (image abw.test.22): (a) Rendered range image; (b)
Aligned pixel at t=800 ; (c) Only edge pixels are emergent at t= 8000

large but not planar, or made of random depths (noise). In both situations, the
agent leaves the noise region and will adapt inside the surrounding planar region.
The true regions have large sizes sufficient to allow agent to adapt and then align
boundary pixels when leaving these regions. However, noise regions, which are
non planar, or having weak size, prevent agents from adapting. Consequently,
agents will be unable to align pixels on the boundaries of these regions when
leaving them. As a result, boundaries of these regions are continuously aligned
from outside by including their pixels in the true surrounding regions. After
several execution steps, these regions will be completely erased.

After Several iterations, all image regions are well delimited by the detected
boundaries. A simple region growing steered by the detected boundaries allows
to extract the regions of the image.

5 Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Evaluation Framework

Hoover et al. have proposed a dedicated framework for the evaluation of range
image segmentation algorithms [7], which has has been used in several related
works [10,9,13,3,1]. The framework consists of a set of real range images, and a
set of objective performance metrics. It allows to compare a machine-generated
segmentation (MS) with a manually-generated segmentation, supposed ideal and
representing the ground truth (GT). The most important performance metrics
are the numbers of instances respectively of correctly detected regions, over-
segmented regions, under-segmented regions, missed regions, and noise regions.
Region classification is performed according to a compare tool tolerance T ;
50% < T ≤ 100% which reflects the strictness of the classification. The 40
real images of ABW database are divided into two subsets: 10 training images,
and 30 test images. The training images are used to estimate the parameters of
a given segmentation method. Using these parameters, the method is applied to
the test images. The Performance metrics are computed and stored in order to
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be used to compare the involved methods. In our case, four methods, namely
USF, WSU, UB and UE, cited in [7] are involved in the result comparison.

5.2 Parameter Selection

Since the evaluation framework provides a set of training images with ground
truth segmentation (GT), we have opted to a supervised approach for the selec-
tion of parameters. For our System, named 2ARIS for Agent-based Approach for
Range Image Segmentation , six parameters should be set: ξmin, ξmax, Trθ , TrD,
N , and L. These parameters are divided into two subsets: 1) ξmin, ξmax, Trθ,
and TrD represent respectively the two alignment strengths, the angle threshold,
and the depth threshold. These parameters are used for testing and aligning im-
age pixels, and 2) N and L represent respectively the number of agents, and the
adaptation path-length. These two parameters control the dynamic of the multi-
agent system. For the first parameter subset, 256 combinations namely (ξmin,
ξmax, Trθ, TrD) ∈ {0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.05} × {1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0} × {15, 18, 21, 24} ×
{12, 16, 20, 24} were run on the training images. The performance criterion for
this parameters is the average number of correctly detected regions with the com-
pare tool tolerance T set to 80%. The two alignment strengths ξmin and ξmax are
set respectively to 0.3 and 5.0. These values have provided a good edge detection
in a reasonable execution time. The threshold Trθ was set to 20. We have ob-
served that higher values of this parameter under-differentiate regions regarding
their orientations, and lead to an under-segmentation of the image. However,
lower values over-differentiate regions, and lead to an over-segmentation. It re-
sults in a high number of false and small regions, which should be merged in
the true neighboring regions. Finally, the threshold TrD is set to 16. Note that
values significantly greater than 16 can lead to wrongly merge some parallel
overlapped regions. However, if TrD is significantly less than 16, highly sloping
regions cannot be detected as planar regions [10]. This results in a high rate of
missed regions.

The number of employed agents N depends on the size of the image, while
the adaptation path-length L depends on the level of detail of the image. These
two parameters are critical and must be carefully selected. Inappropriate val-
ues of these two parameters can lead to a high rate of segmentation errors.
Indeed, an insufficient number of agents lead to an under-processing of the
image. So, resulting regions are deprived of a set of pixels which should be
included in these regions. A low value of the adaptation path-length L leads
to take into account small planar regions which should be considered as noise
regions. However, higher values of L can result in missing some true planar
regions which are insufficiently large (see section 4.3). In order to set the
parameters N and L, 25 combinations of these parameters, namely (N, L) ∈
{1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500} × {3, 5, 7, 9, 11} were run on the training set. In
this case, the performance criterion is the average number of noise regions, with
the compare tool tolerance set to 80%. Obtained optimal values of N and L are
respectively 2500 and 7.
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5.3 Experimental Results

Fig. 4 shows an instance of segmentation progression within time. The time t
represents the number of steps performed by each agent since the beginning of
the process. Displaying a range image by a simple rendering algorithm (Fig. 4a),
allows observing the high level of noise in the used images. Figures 4b, 4c, 4d
and 4e show the set of pixels of interest (edge or noise pixels) respectively at
t=1000, 5000, 9000 and 13000. Regions are progressively smoothed by aligning
noise pixels to the surrounding planar regions. Edges between adjacent regions
are also progressively thinned. At the end of the process, region borders consist
of thin lines of one pixel wide (Fig. 4e). Fig. 4f shows the segmentation result
obtained by displaying the borders of the extracted regions.

Fig. 5 shows the segmentation results of the image abw.test.8, with the com-
pare tool tolerance T set to 80%. This image was considered as a typical image
to compare the involved methods [7],[3]. Fig. 5a shows the range image, and
Fig. 5b shows the ground truth segmentation (GT). Fig. 5c, 5d 5e and 5f are
segmentation results obtained respectively by USF, WSU, UB and UE methods.
Fig. 5g presents the segmentation result obtained by our method. Metrics in
table 1 show that all image regions detected by the best-referenced segmenter

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. Segmentation progression. (a) Rendered range image (abw.test.6); (b) at t=1000,
(c) at t=5000 ; (d) at t=9000 ; (e) at t=13000 ; (f) Segmentation result (Extracted
regions)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

Fig. 5. Segmentation results of abw.test.8 image. (a) Range image; (b) Ground truth
segmentation (GT); (c) USF result; (d) WSU result; (e) UB result; (f) UE result; (g)
2ARIS result

(UE) were detected by our method. Except the shadowed region, where all meth-
ods fail to detect, all object regions were detected. The incorrectly detected
regions are those with small sizes, and situated on the horizontal support. Com-
pared to the other methods, values of incorrect detection metrics are also good.
Our method is equivalent to UE, and scored higher that the others.

Table 2 contains the average results obtained with all test images, and for all
performance metrics. The compare tool tolerance was set to the typical value
80%. By considering both correct detection and incorrect detection metrics, ob-
tained results show the good efficiency of our method. Fig. 6 shows the av-
erage numbers of correctly detected regions for all test images, and according
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Table 1. Comparison results with abw.test.8 image for T=80%

Method GT Correct Over- Under- Missed Noise
region detection segmentation segmentation

USF 21 17 0 0 4 3
WSU 21 12 1 1 6 4
UB 21 16 2 0 3 6
UE 21 18 1 0 2 2

2ARIS 21 18 2 0 1 1

Table 2. Average results of the different involved methods with T=80%

Method GT Correct Over- Under- Missed Noise
region detection segmentation segmentation

USF 15.2 12.7 0.2 0.1 2.1 1.2
WSU 15.2 9.7 0.5 0.2 4.5 2.2
UB 15.2 12.8 0.5 0.1 1.7 2.1
UE 15.2 13.4 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.8

2ARIS 15.2 13.0 0.5 0.1 1.4 0.9

Fig. 6. Average results of correctly detected regions of all methods, according to the
compare tool tolerance T ; 0.5 < T ≤ 1.0

to the compare tool tolerance T ; T ∈ {51%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%}. Re-
sults show that the number of correctly detected regions by our system is in
average better than those of USF, UB and WSU. For instance, our system
scored higher than WSU for all the values of the compare tool tolerance T . It
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scored higher than USF for T ∈ {80%, 90%, 95%}, and better than UB for T ∈
{50%, 60%,70%, 80%}. For all incorrect detection metrics (instances of Over-
segmentation, Under-segmentation, Missed Region, Noise Region), our system
has equivalent scores to those of UE and USF. The two latter scored higher than
UB and WSU.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced an agent-based approach for range image seg-
mentation. Indirect interaction between autonomous agents moving over the im-
age allows reliable edge detection and efficient noise removal. Competitive actions
between agents that are self-gathered around region boundaries have allowed the
emergence of image edges. Image edges, for which no explicit detection was coded
in any agent, result from the collective action of all the agents. The proposed
approach aims to improve efficiency and to deal with the problem of result ac-
curacy. Indeed, obtained results are better than those provided by traditional
algorithms, based on region growing techniques. Moreover, employed agents are
weakly coupled, and indirectly communicate via the environment (image). This
allows parallel or distributed implementations, necessary to obtain a high com-
putational efficiency. Experimental results obtained with real images from ABW
database were compared to those provided by four typical algorithms for range
image segmentation. Comparison results show a good potential of the proposed
method for both segmentation efficiency and accuracy. The proposed approach
can be extended to deal with more complex surfaces by defining their specific
proprieties, and endowing the agents with the appropriate behavior.
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